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Here you can find the menu of Pizza Nova in Oshawa. At the moment, there are 18 courses and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Pizza Nova:

Ordered here because La Pizza Pasta was unavailable.Order large whole wheat pizza with feta, Italian sausage,
bacon, sun dried tomatoes and artichokes.Delicious!!!A bit pricey ($24+), but I am very happy with the quality.
Would return for sure! And the girl behind the counter was very nice :) read more. The restaurant is accessible
and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about Pizza

Nova:
Pizza Nova delivered a party pizza with the box folded in half, all the toppings and cheese stuck to the box and 8
dollars more expensive than the last pizza we ordered which was identical. The manager offered me a deal for

my future orders but reneged on the deal the next time I tried to order. I told the manager that I would be posting
something on Facebook which he than laughed at me and said "Good luck with that"... read more. In Pizza Nova,

a place with Italian menus from Oshawa, you can expect typical Italian cuisine, including classics like pizza
and pasta, It shows that the typical Canadian dishes are well received by the customers of the local. There's

also crisply crunchy pizza, baked fresh using traditional methods.
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